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When a Mesa, Ariz., police officer cornered a domestic violence suspect last July, he was able to identify the
uncooperative subject with a handheld biometric device called “MorpholDent.”
The gadget employs biometric fingerprinting technology to identify suspects and victims whose prints are in the
Arizona’s state fingerprint database. As it turned out, this particular suspect wasn’t the person the police were
seeking, but he did turn out to be a murder suspect.
The officer can thank Center for Homeland Defense and Security alumnus Bill Kalaf for having the high-tech
biometric device on hand. Kalaf researched the technology for his Technology for Homeland Security course paper
as well as for his thesis, “Arizona Law Enforcement Biometrics Identification and Information Sharing Technology
Framework.”
Upon graduation in 2010, Kalaf shared his research with police chiefs around the greater Phoenix area.
“It’s now become a guiding light for some of those chiefs,” Kalaf said. “It has really taken hold. It has expanded
tenfold since the thesis was published. The actual research I did in my graduate work and the distribution of the
material I wrote has definitely helped national security.  We are doing integrated information-sharing and biometrics.
My thesis really helped move that along.”
 
Police departments in Glendale, Mesa, Phoenix and Tempe are participating in a pilot program in cooperation with
the device’s manufacturer, Morpho Trak. Since graduating, Kalaf made a career move to the Mesa Police
Department, where he is director of intelligence-led policing.
1) While a student, Kalaf worked as technology program manager at the Arizona Criminal Justice Commission. His
research was prompted by the challenges officers face in the field when identifying subjects as well as concern
about forged identification documents.
Traditionally, police rely on drivers’ licenses, passports or some other form of government-issued identification. Law
enforcement record management systems are dependent on accurate subject identification information and on that
information getting entered accurately.  In some cases, for example, a person by the name of John Allen Smith may
be entered into a jail record as J. Smith or J.A. Smith, or some other variation. Biometric fingerprinting eliminates
that problem.
Access to such information is needed by field officers who must make quick decisions that affect public safety. Kalaf
found instances where warrants for arrest were issued against invalid names.  In some cases, a citizen’s identity
was stolen, used by a criminal, and a warrant was issued for an unsuspecting citizen. 
The current process for identification has been around for many years.  Kalaf’s research identified mobile
technologies to assist officers, including biometric fingerprinting. Prints are matched against the Automated
Fingerprint Identification System (AZAFIS).  Soon the system will be able to access the FBI’s fingerprint database
(IAFIS), the national law enforcement’s fingerprint identification system.
2) His research clearly showed the potential of mobile technologies, especially combined with biometrics. The
fingerprinting system alone revolutionizes identifying suspects as well as the injured or deceased.
“We want to give officers in their patrol cars as much information as possible,” Kalaf noted. “The benefit you get is
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that the right subject’s name at first point of contact. The officer can search a huge volume of information from a
patrol car with no jurisdictional boundaries.”
3) Kalaf sees biometric fingerprinting as just one step to a greater information sharing enterprise for law
enforcement. Biometric fingerprinting is useful for identification, but only pinpoints people whose prints are already
in the system.
He envisions a system in which patrol car computers can link in real-time to criminal databases. One futuristic type
product produced by IBM, CopLink, offers just that, allowing patrol officers access to a data warehouse of
information from law enforcement agencies around the U.S.
Another example is facial recognition. A subject who has been previously jailed may be stopped years later. With the
click of a cell-phone camera, the person’s facial recognition could identify the person as well as providing a criminal
history.
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